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CHARACTERS
(IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

Carlo  Abrigand
Beppo  Abrigand
Pietro  Abrigand
Andrea  Abrigand
Zacchi  Abrigand
Tonio  Abrigand
Teresa  The Maid of the Mountains
Baldasare  A Brigand Chief
Angela  Daughter of General Malona
Vittoria  Tonio's Wife
General Malona  Governor of Santo
Crumpet  Attendant of General Malona
Nestor Jacono
Mayor of Santo  Hugh Carbonaro (Maleth Co.)
Lieutenant Rugini  Officer in Charge of Devils Island
Gianetta  Lady-in-Waiting at the Palace
Corporal Terroni  Warrior of Devils Island
Mary Rome Camilleri (Pupil of Princess Poulina's Academy of Dancing)

GENTLEMEN
Abela Edward
Amato Gauci Edgar
Attard Francis
Bonello Antoine
Bonett Jean
Buieja Ignatius
Busuttil Godfrey
Busuttil Vincent
Buttigieg Deipo Joseph
Camilieri Joseph
Camilieri Walter
Caruana Albert
Cost Christen Alfred
Curmi Anthony
Daminjo Joe
Demaria David
Fleri Soler Carmel
Fleri Soler Joseph
Fyllon Francis
Fondo Hector
Gaffiero Claude
Gales Stanley
Ghirtando Denis
Huber Albert
Jaccarini Louis
Lowell Godwin
Lowell John
Magri Edwin
Micallef Eynaud James
Pace Edward
Pace George
Pace Ivan
Pace Ascik John
Pisani Freddie
Sclivsgnotis George
Shillini Albert
Vella Anthony
Warrington Joe

LADIES
Abela Liviana
Aloisio Dorothy
Aloisio Marie Celine
Azzopardi Preciosi Anne
Bonaci Antoinette
Bonello Dorothy
Bonello May
Cachia Zammit Margaret
Camilleri Mary Rome
Camilleri Rosette
Caruana Marian
Caruana Dingli Mary
Caruana Galizia Mary Claire
Casolani Theresa
Caze de Caumont Anne
Cavola Eileen
Curmi Helen
Curmi Marian
Cuscheri Antoinette
Debono Dora
Della Marlene
England Lilian
Gatt Clarissa
Jackson Claire
La Rosa Bianche
Lecia Florence
Magri Doris
Magri Elsie
Micallef Eynaud Marigold
Pace Carmen
Pace O'Shea Wilhelmina
Pillow Maria Louise
Satariano Doreen
Tabone Natalie
Tabone Nora
Vassallo Lyana
Vassallo Gatt Amy
Vella Anna

The Committee tender grateful thanks to Mr. Anthony Buttigieg, proprietor of the "Imperial Hotel" Rudolph Street, Siema, who kindly placed the Imperial Hotel at the disposal of the Producer for rehearsals.
CHARACTERS
(IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

Carlo  A Brigand  Frank Ganado (Maleth Co.)
Beppo  A Brigand  Francis Zammit
Pietro  A Brigand  Nestor Jacono
Andrea  A Brigand  Francis Flynn
Zacchi  A Brigand  Hugh Carbonaro (Maleth Co.)
Tonio  A Brigand  Johnnie Navarro (U.N.I.T.A.)
Teresa  The Maid of the Mountains  Valerie Wilkins
Balasare  A Brigand Chief  Anthony Buttigieg De Piro
Angela  Daughter of General Malona  Claire Jackson
Vittoria  Tonio's Wife  Lilian Garrett
General Malona  Governor of Santo  Paul Farrugia
Crumpet  Attendant of General Malona  Nestor Jacono
Mayor of Santo  Hugh Carbonaro (Maleth Co.)
Lieutenant Rugini  Officer in Charge of Devils Island  James Micallef Eynaud
Gianetta  Lady-in-Waiting at the Palace  Wilmieira Pace O'Shea
Corporal Terroni  Warder of Devils Island  Hugh Carbonaro (Maleth Co.)
Principal Dancer  Mary Rome Camilleri (Pupil of Princess Poulton's Academy of Dancing)

LADIES

Abela Liliana
Aloisia Dorothy
Aloisia Marie Celine
Azzoardi Preziozzi Anne
Banci Antonietta
Bonello Dorothy
Bonello May
Cachia Zammit Margaret
Camilleri Mary Rome
Camilleri Rosette
Caruana Marian
Caruana Dingli Mary
Carunna Galizia Mary Claire
Casilani Theresa
da Caze de Caumont Anne
Ciavola Eileen
Cunni Helen
Cunni Marian
Cuscieri Antoniette
Debono Dora
Delia Marlene
England Lilian
Gatt Clarissa
Jackson Claire
La Rosa Bianche
Leeks Florence
Magri Doris
Magri Elisa
Micallef Eynaud Marigold
Pace Carmen
Pace O'Shea Wilhelmina
Pillow Maria Louise
Satariano Doroteo
Tabone Natalie
Tabone Norah
Vassallo Lyana
Vassallo Gatt Amy
Vella Anna

The Committee tender grateful thanks to Mr. Anthony Buttigieg, proprietor of the "Imperial Hotel" Rudolph Street, Sliema, who kindly placed the Imperial Hotel at the disposal of the Producer for rehearsals.
SYNOPSIS OF PLAY

Act I. A band of brigands under their leader, Baldasarre, rob and plunder at will. The governor of the country is about to be replaced for having failed to suppress these outlaws. But Baldasarre has tired of the life he leads and the brigands are preparing to leave. Among them is a girl, Teresa. She cooks and sews for them and is secretly in love with their leader. Baldasarre sends her on in advance to make her escape alone for the soldiers have surrounded their hideout and it would be easier for her to get through on her own. News is soon brought that she has been captured and is to be held as hostage. So the brigands plan to capture the newly-appointed governor and his aides who are on their way to the city and to go to the city impersonating them.

Act II. They are received in the city without suspicion and immediately after the reception they contact Teresa and plan the escape. Baldasarre, however, is infatuated by the pretty daughter of the old governor and decides against leaving too soon. Teresa grows madly jealous and threatens to disclose their identity. Baldasarre is adamant. So, Teresa reveals everything and their arrest follows.

Act III. They are imprisoned on Devil's Island. Teresa though free has followed them there for she is still in love with Baldasarre. The officer in charge of the prison plans to reconcile the lovers and set everyone free. He is to escape too. His plans succeed and their adventures end.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I IN THE MOUNTAINS
ACT II COURTYARD OF THE GOVERNOR’S PALACE
ACT III ON DEVIL’S ISLAND

The Committee of the Bank’s Sports Association tender their thanks to Messrs. Sapienza’s Library, Kingsway, Valletta, for their kindness in placing their Establishment at the disposal of the Association for Booking Purposes.
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Act I. A band of brigands under their leader, Baldasarre, rob and plunder at will. The governor of the country is about to be replaced for having failed to suppress these outlaws. But Baldasarre has tired of the life he leads and the brigands are preparing to leave. Among them is a girl, Teresa. She cooks and sews for them and is secretly in love with their leader. Baldasarre sends her on in advance to make her escape alone for the soldiers have surrounded their hideout and it would be easier for her to get through on her own. News is soon brought that she has been captured and is to be held as hostage. So the brigands plan to capture the newly-appointed governor and his aides who are on their way to the city and to go to the city impersonating them.
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